
HARMONIC TEMPLE

MUSIC OF HEAVEN

Shower of Beauty is available as:
~ Pieces recorded as performances with arrangements.

Titles of the pieces listed below.

~ Musical score in parts, explanations of the source texts, teaching tips and

Performance CD
Workdisc CD
Book
Downloads

~ Choir parts demonstrated individually and together for easy learning.
ideas for movements,

~ all the above - CDs as mp3s, book as pdfs.

Music of Heaven
Blessing of the Rain
As Above, So Below
Flowing Spirit
Awen Chant
Ocean of the Air
Ruh Allah
On the Wings of Song
Satta Massagana
Power Chant
Sukhi Attanam Pariharami
Mere de Misericorde
Lacrimosa
Ya Sabir
Nanayeya
So Hum
Perfect Peace
Lokah Samastah Sukhino Bhavantu



HARMONIC TEMPLE

SHOWER OF BEAUTY

Shower of Beauty is available as:
~ Pieces recorded as performances with arrangements.

Titles of the pieces listed below.

~ Musical score in parts, explanations of the source texts, teaching tips and

Performance CD
Workdisc CD
Book
Downloads

~ Choir parts demonstrated individually and together for easy learning.
ideas for movements,

~ all the above - CDs as mp3s, book as pdfs.

Shower of Beauty
Aline Air Gach Turv
Awen a Ganaf
Ganesha Sharanam
A Little Bit of Love
Hosanna
Ya Hayy, Ya Haqq
Protection Chant
Thina Simunye
Freedom
Quiet Place
Kadosh
Kwan Seum Bosal
Om Ah Hum
Shirik Hawl
When a Great Light
Ya Salaam
Peace on Earth

- Feel the harmony cascading
(Gaelic) Beauty All Around

(Welsh) from the Book of Taliesin
Praise to the remover of obstacles

goes a long, long way
in the highest

O Life! O Truth!
singing for the land

We are together, we are family
All I ask

I'm looking for a quiet place
Holy Holy Holy

(Korean) Kwan Yin Bodhisattva
Tibetan Buddhist Chant of Blessing

(Gaelic) Seek Beyond
passes from this world...

O Peace
May there be peace
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HARMONIC TEMPLE

HEART TO HEART

Heart to Heart is available as:
~ Pieces recorded as performances with arrangements.

Titles of the pieces listed below.

~ Musical score in parts, explanations of the source texts, teaching tips and

Performance CD
Workdisc CD
Book
Downloads

~ Choir parts demonstrated individually and together for easy learning.
ideas for movements,

~ all the above - CDs as mp3s, book as pdfs.

Heart to Heart
Bright Blessings
Glory Glory
Lay My Burden Down
Be True
Beatus Vir
He Atua, He Tangata
Ancestor Chant
UnSima Ki La
Piki Yo-Ye!
Hu Allah Hu
Om Namo Bhagavate
Namo Guan Shi Yin Pusa
Sarasvati Bija Mantra
Shekhinah
Ya Shakoor
May Goodwill
(May) The Beauty of What we Love

...and hand in hand - a Druidic affirmation
- an elemental Blessing

...mine eyes behold the Glory all around me
- a Gospel-style catharsis

...to thine own self be true (Shakespeare)
- Blessed are those who cleave to the path of Wisdom

- Behold the God, Behold the Human (Maori)
- Blessing the ancestors rainforest-style
- a Lokata prayer to Grandmother Earth

- a Navajo healing mountain-song
- a Sufi Zikr

- a healing chant from the Hindu tradition
- a Buddhist prayer to Guan Yin

- a chant to the Goddess of musical healing
- invoking Sabbath Peace

- a Sufi wazifa embracing divine gratitude
.. be in my heart for everyone

… Be what we do (Rumi)



HARMONIC TEMPLE

SACRED EARTH

Yemaya Olodo
I am the Wind
Veni Lumen Cordium
Amen Alleluia
Fountain of Joy
What’cha Gonna Do?
Ya Hadi
Shabbat Shalom
Songs of Peace
Sri Ram Jai Ram
Om Sri Dhanvantre Namaha
Sanctus
Tyebye Piom
Air An Shoon
Hazrat Bibi Mariam
Zikr
Walking on Sacred Ground
Sacred Earth

- honouring the Orisha of the Oceans
..I can blow your cares away.

- invoking the light of the heart
- an affirmation of life

- ‘Let my heart be a fountain of joy’
- when the spirit says,’Make a difference!’

- invoking the spirit of guidance
- ‘Sabbath Peace’

… how can we be silent?
- Ghandi’s mantra for peace

- a mantra for healing
- affirming sanctity
- ‘We sing to you’

- ‘In the Glow’of our ancestors
- honouring the mother
- remembrance of unity

- Remember…..
- We belong to the sacred Earth

Sacred Earth is available as:

Titles of the pieces listed below.

~ Pieces recorded as performances with arrangements.
~ Choir parts demonstrated individually and together for easy learning.

~ Musical score in parts, explanations of the source texts, teaching tips and ideas for movements,
~ all the above - CDs as mp3s, book as pdfs.

Performance CD
Workdisc CD
Book
Downloads



HARMONIC TEMPLE

Om Gum Ganapatayei Namaha
For Everything, a Season
Gift of the Awen
Deep Peace
Sìth-Shaìmh Leat
O May All Beings
Aho Mitakuye Oyasin
Ya Hayyo, Ya Qayoom
Veni Sancte Spiritus
Agnus Dei
Gloria
Om Arkaya Namaha
Ele Ele Tau Mai
Siochàn Dia Dhuit
Namo Amida Butsu
Kosi R’vaya
Thula Thula
Good Where We’ve Been

a mantra for removing all obstacles (Sanskrit)
…and a time to every purpose (Ecclesiastes)

glad to be a witness – a Druid affirmation
…of the running wave to you - an elemental Celtic blessing

‘Deep-Peace to you’ (Gaelic)
…be free from suffering - a Buddhist prayer

all things are related (Lakota)
the ever-changing and the ever-constant (Sufi)

‘Come Holy Spirit’ (Latin)
‘Lamb of God’ (Latin)

‘Glorious!’ (Latin)
a Hindu solar-healing prayer (Sanskrit)
‘May Great Peace Descend’ (Hawaiian)

‘Peace of God be to you’ - from the An Ceile De (Gaelic)
‘I take refuge in Amida Bhudda’ (Sanskrit)

‘My cup overfloweth’ (Hebrew)
a lullaby (Zulu)

…and good where we’re going to…

Deep Peace is available as:
~ Pieces recorded as performances with arrangements.

~ Choir parts demonstrated individually and together for easy learning.
~ Musical score in parts, explanations of the source texts, teaching tips and ideas for movements,

~ all the above - CDs as mp3s, book as pdfs.
Titles of the pieces listed below.

Performance CD
Workdisc CD
Book
Downloads

DEEP PEACE



HARMONIC TEMPLE

singing with the angels

May There be Peace
Ya Azim
Do You Believe?
Breathe In
Woza Moya
Sing with the Spirit
Allah Hu
Om Tare Tutare
Om Mani Peme Hung
Miserere Domine
Requiem Aeternam
Gnomawaw
Rongo Mau ki te Whenua
Guardian Angels
Singing with the Angels
Al Hamdu Lillah
Love of Mary
Amen

The ‘Call of Peace’ - Druid
How gloriously God manifests through you to me! - Sufi

...in the power of the music...
...The new morning...

Calling on Spirit - Xhosa
...fill your soul with song...
Finding the still place - Sufi

A prayer to the Green Tara of compassion - Buddhist
Becoming one with Compassion - Buddhist

‘Lord have Mercy upon us’ - Christian
A prayer for the Dead - Christian
Towards the Evolution of Peace

May there be Peace on Earth - Maori
The archangels of the four directions - Jewish

Celebrating exalted musical company
God be Praised! - Sufi/Islam

A Hebredian blessing from the Carmina Gadelica

Singing with the Angels is available as:
~ Pieces recorded as performances with arrangements.

~ Choir parts demonstrated individually and together for easy learning.
~ Musical score in parts, explanations of the source texts, teaching tips and ideas for movements,

~ all the above - CDs as mp3s, book as pdfs.
Titles of the pieces listed below.

Performance CD
Workdisc CD
Book
Downloads



HARMONIC TEMPLE

HERE RIGHT NOW

Here Right Now is available as:
~ Pieces recorded as performances with arrangements.

~ Choir parts demonstrated individually and together for easy learning.
~ Musical score in parts, explanations of the source texts, teaching tips and ideas for movements,

~ all the above - CDs as mp3s, book as pdfs.
Titles of the pieces listed below.

Performance CD
Workdisc CD
Book
Downloads

Ya Fattah!
Here Right Now
Benedictus
Listen
Namaste
I am a River
Mystery
Mabono
Ishk Allah Maboud L’illah
Do You Hear the Angels?
O Raphael
O Michael
O Gabriel
O Uriel
Alleluya
Om Shanti Om
Sabbe Satta Sukhita Hontu
Asalaam

‘Open the Door’ ~ Sufi Wazifah
everything I need is here right now

‘Benedictus qui venit in Nomine Domini’ Latin ~ Christian
if you want to sing along...

‘I honour the place in you where the entire universe resides’ India
flowing to the ocean

It’s a Mystery - how do you serve th mystery?
from Mabon - the ancient British Sun-King-God

‘God is love, lover and beloved’ ~ Sufi
inspired by the angels of Findhorn

prayer to archangel Raphael
prayer to archangel Michael
prayer to archangel Gabriel

prayer to archangel Uriel
‘Praise God’ from Hebrew
mantra for bringing peace

‘May all beings be well and happy’ ~ Buddhist
Peace be with you ~ Arabic



Wake Up!
I am the Sun
Beauty All Around Me
As the Angels Sang
Sing Out!
Solstice Carol
Harvest Home
I am One with the Music
Ya Jamil
Ya Shafee
Voice of Healing
Dona Nobis Pacem
Shalom
I Shall Endure
Amor Vincit Omnia
Hail and Farewell

HARMONIC TEMPLE

BEAUTY ALL AROUND ME

Beauty All Around Me is available as:
~ Pieces recorded as performances with arrangements.

~ Choir parts demonstrated individually and together for easy learning.
~ Musical score in parts, explanations of the source texts, teaching tips and ideas for movements,

~ all the above - CDs as mp3s, book as pdfs.
Titles of the pieces listed below.

Performance CD
Workdisc CD
Book
Downloads

for sleepy campers!
exploring astrological archetypes

words from Beauty Way ceremony ~ Navaho
I dreamed that we were dancing...

..your song!
celebration of the winter solstice

celebration of harvest time
from contemplation on the act of singing itself

invocation of divine beauty ~ Islamic
invocation of healing ~ Islamic

to acknowledge the healing potential of our voices
‘Give us peace’ ~ Christian

Hebrew word for ‘Peace’
protest song against the pressures of life

‘Love conquers all’ Latin
phrase from Druidic valediction



Bismillah
Ateh Malkuth
Kyrie Eleison
Glorious Sun
Sri Ram Jai Ram
Da Pacem Domine
Heenay Mahtov
Idinas Seratel Mustakim
Sila Ersinarsinivdluge
Ave Maria
Gate Gate
Sabbe Satta Sukhi Hontu
Is Beannaith Thu
Merrymeet
As it Was

HARMONIC TEMPLE

ATEH MALKUTH

Ateh Malkuth is available as:

The book contains in addition: Bismillah round, Dang Dang Doko Dang,
Kwan Yin Bosai, and The Circle is Unbroken. The workdisc does not contain: Glorious Sun, As It Was.

~ Pieces recorded as performances with arrangements.
~ Choir parts demonstrated individually and together for easy learning.

~ Musical score in parts, explanations of the source texts, teaching tips and ideas for movements,
~ all the above - CDs as mp3s, book as pdfs.

Titles of the pieces listed below.

Performance CD
Workdisc CD
Book
Downloads

I begin in the name of Spirit ~ Sufi/Islam
Invoking Archangels - Quabbalist

I forgive and am forgiven ~ Christian
Celebrating the Sun ~ Carmina Gadelica

The Peace of God ~ Hindu
The Peace of God ~ Christian

Living together in peace ~ Jewish
Finding the Path ~ Sufi/Islam

Be not afraid of the Universe ~ Inuit
Homage to the Divine Mother ~ Christian

Going beyond all illusion ~ Buddhist
May all beings be well and happy ~ Buddhist

Blessed be as Blessed is ~ Druid
Hail and Farewell ~ Pagan

A fragment from the Carmina Gadelica



HARMONIC TEMPLE

Voice Of Healing

while the rest of the group sing a chant around them with healing intent. We then take turns until everyone
has been in the centre just receiving the sound. The songs on this CD are examples of the songs we use for
such sessions, though there is an element of sound healing in all Harmonic Temple songs.
Available both as a and (mp3s).CD Download

1. VOICE OF HEALING (from 'Beauty All Around Me’) 6:36

2. OM SRI DHANVANTRE NAMAHA (from 'Sacred Earth') 9:10

3. GUAN YIN BOSAI (from 'Ateh Malkuth') 9:47

4. ISHK ALLAH MABOUD L'ILLAH (from 'Here Right Now') 8:28

5. GATE GATE (from 'Ateh Malkuth') 9:15

6. SÌTH-SHAÌMH LEAT (From 'Deep Peace') 9:18

'Voice of Healing, sound thy song' 'I give away my sickness; I give away my weakness;
I give away my sorrow; I give away my pain.’

'Homage to the gift of the Celestial Healer’

'Guan Yin Bodhisattva'

'God is Love, Lover and Beloved'

'Beyond, Beyond, Beyond the Beyond,Beyond Beyond the Beyond, Homage to thee'

'Deep Peace to you'

Affirming the healing potential of our own voices and being pro-active in our healing process

A mantra from Southern India calling on the archetypal celestial healer 'Dhanvantre'.

Invoking Guan Yin, the personification of compassion and healing in Far-Eastern Buddhism.

a Sufi Zikr of surrender to Divine Love.

A Buddhist chant to dispel all illusion and breakthe ties of harmful habits of thought and deed.

A Gaelic blessing.

The singers on this CD are all professional practitioners of Voice or Alternative Medicine:
Gilo, Jo, Jon, Nickomo, Pippa, Rasullah and Sarah.

Healing chants from various spiritual traditions

‘Voice of Healing’ is a performance
CD with longer versions of selected
Harmonic Temple chants. Unlike other
Harmonic Temple recordings, this CD
uses instruments as well as voices to
add extra colour to the sound and to
keep the singers on pitch. The
intention is that as well as being
enjoyed for its music, this CD can be
employed therapeutically, either by
individuals or by practitioners using it
as ambient healing sound for sessions
of massage etc.

On other Harmonic Temple recordings,
the chants don’t go on as long as they
would in an actual session. It has been
suggested quite often over the years
that it would be good to have a CD of
long versions of the chants, so this is it!

In the course of a Harmonic Temple
singing retreat, we usually sing at least
one of the songs as a ‘Healing Circle’
in which a small group of people make
themselves comfortable in the centre



HARMONIC TEMPLE

‘The Harmonic Temple’ is a collection of chants in four part harmony using short texts from a broad
spectrum of spiritual traditions. When sung repeatedly in an open-hearted manner, a special ambience
develops; a feeling of being in a Sacred space created by the sound of the harmony, which for want of a
better expression, I call 'the Harmonic Temple'.

background to the

The Harmonic Temple and Religious Belief

Having a particular, or any religious belief is not
necessary to engage with and benefit from
singing Harmonic Temple songs. Ultimately what
works or doesn't is the experience of the music
itself and the singing of it, which is a direct
experience independent of any belief system.

Open-mindedness however, is a requirement in
dealing with the diversity of text sources, as
fundamentalists of any tradition will have
difficulty embracing the wisdom of others. My
selection of texts is very personal, as I will only
work with phrases that have juice for me on
some level, and I hope I can communicate
enough of that to give some kind of handle on it
to those for whom it might otherwise seem alien.

Harmonic Temple and Performance

Increasingly Harmonic Temple songs have been popping up in the repertoires of community choirs and
similar singing groups, which is good to see. My only reservation about people becoming introduced to
the Harmonic Temple this way, or by hearing a CD, is that they don't experience what the Harmonic
Temple is:

The Harmonic Temple happens when a group of singers sing in a circle, for themselves and each other
with no other audience, with the intent of going deeply into the attunement of the chant. This usually
means sustaining the song for a while, so that all the singers can get past the point of struggling to
remember words or melody, and beyond issues around vocal inadequacy, to the point at which they are
one with the music and its intent. This can include exploring the physical space occupied by the singers,
to feel the impact of the sound from various places in and around the circle, and times of listening,
prayer, meditation and/or allowing the music to enter as a medium of healing.

I experience music as a magical transformative medium, especially singing, which involves the being in a
complete and individual way. Through music has come most of my understanding of mystical concepts,
such as the transcending of self to feeling a sense of oneness with a greater universal reality. I have
experienced it as a great healing, and as a profound meditation, and as the best way for me of
addressing the Great Mystery in prayer. Unaccompanied vocal harmony has the most potent magic for
me, I regard it as a great gift and as sacred as anything I understand by that word.

My aim in creating Harmonic Temple pieces is to find a musical vehicle that delivers the intended focus in
a way that feels right and available to every singer, undistracted by unnecessary difficulties.

Love and Blessings from Nickomo




